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Abstract 

The subject of the dissertation is to investigate fundamental mechanical problems in the topology 

optimization field considering real engineering features. This research work presents the main 

results of my cooperation in the research project group of my supervisor Dr. János Lógó, which 

contributed to the intended aims of the project by additions and extensions. Performing parametric 

studies was a part of the task to check the reliability of the numerical calculation program. 

The research work includes a new topology optimization area taking into account uncertainties in 

optimum structural design thus it deals with the consideration of loading uncertainties with 

probability variables via a fundamental optimization problem setting. Variability of loading in 

engineering design is realized e.g. in the action of various load combinations. 

Optimization has gained widespread application because efficiency and economical design are 

essential requirements in modern engineering. Continuous advance can be observed in several 

areas and applications in the industry not only in terms of practical design but also of fundamental 

research. The determination of the optimal structural topology is a branch of fundamental research 

where the optimal topology is constructed in a design space based on given boundary conditions 

serving as a decision support for design. 

The large number of publications with cross-references and the great past of optimization may make 

it difficult to find the appropriate preliminaries. In the first part of the project one of the tasks is to 

review the reliable publications and identify the new results. Vast majority of publications refer to 

Michell’s works in 1904 as the foundation of this branch of mechanics, missing the fact that the first 

contributions were made by Maxwell as early as 1870, of whom even Michell made reference. 

The aim of the tasks has been to supplement previous incomplete topics and to provide new 

contributions. Based on the fundamental problem statements of topology optimization, basic 

features of optimal topologies have been confirmed by performing comparative parametric 

analysis, such as the non-uniqueness of optimum solution, which may affect the statical 

determinacy of the structure under well-defined boundary conditions and practical considerations. 
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1 Introduction 

This research was done in cooperation with my supervisor Dr. János Lógó in the framework of 

National Research Development and Innovation Office (NKFI) research grant. This dissertation 

presents the main results of my cooperation in this research project. 

The aim of outline is to identify new and incomplete topics and the continuation and extension of 

earlier started researches.  

The first chapter presents an overview of topology optimization history in several points of view. 

Theoretical works in topology optimization deterministic and probabilistic problems are a basic 

research with mathematical background thus the bibliography research is essential. The selection 

of the investigated publications cannot cover every searched field because of the huge number of 

periodicals and conference proceedings available. The scope covers all cases which are reliable and 

support to this research. 

The research made a modification in the literature review about the origin of topology optimization, 

because widely published Michell was believed to be the first to work on it but some research papers 

of Maxwell are found in this topic. Furthermore, more significant publications are found from the 

concealed years. 

Modern engineering optimization has since gained widespread application because efficiency and 

economical design are essential requirements. Continuous advance can be observed in several areas 

and applications in the industry not only in terms of practical design but also of fundamental 

research. The determination of the optimal structural topology is a branch of fundamental research, 

where the optimal topology is constructed in a design space based on given boundary conditions, 

serving as a decision support for actual design. 

We have to mention about the topology optimization that it is a very complex computational 

procedure because it includes the elements of the layout optimization and the optimal cross-section 

design simultaneously. 

Until the end of the last century almost one could not find any publication on topology optimization 

considering uncertainties. Exceptions to this most often use multiple load or reliability constraints. 

Uncertainty is typically limited to the loading, although recent works have considered extensions to 

support conditions and material properties. 
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2 Overview of Topology Optimization 

In a broader sense the history of structural optimization has started with a cantilever design of 

Galilei for over half a millennium ago [19]. The topology optimization has more than one hundred 

years of history and is still an expanding field in optimal design and a great popular topic nowadays 

with numerous publications thus the project assigns to find origin fundamental works of topology 

optimization. 

Usually the technical papers cite the work of Michell [29] from 1904 as the origin but the reality is 

that the first important work was presented by Maxwell [28]. Maxwell’s result was extended by 

Michell [29] some years later. They presented closed form solutions for the minimum volume 

structures. 

According to the literature search of the theorem of the optimal design, the topology design 

remained unnoticed for some forty years until the papers of Foulkes [13], Cox [9] [10] [11] and Hemp 

[16] [17] [18], representatives of the scientific workshop at the Cambridge University. These years 

around 1955 can be called as the ‘golden ages’ of the optimal layout design of trusses. 

Independently from the English school among others the papers written by Sved [45] and Barta [4] 

are one of the most significant ones. It is also important to note that the minimum weight designs 

of different types of structures were studied by Drucker and Shield [12], Mróz [30], Prager and Shield 

[32]. Their results are significant to understand the optimality in case of complex problems. 

The real expansion in layout theory was in the 60s and the 70s. In the 60s the significant publications 

helped to derive optimality conditions for minimum volume designs. Shield [42] presented optimum 

design methods for multiple loading. He used variational principles to prove the optimality. In 1960 

Schmit [41] applied Full Stress Design (FSD) to statically indeterminate structures. However, Lansing 

[22] applied FSD to statically indeterminate structures and obtained good results. In 1966 Gellatly 

and Gallagher [14] suggested that FSD should be used to create a ‘starting point’ of nonlinear 

programming methods. Berke and Khot [7] concluded that minimum weight design should be at the 

point including ‘fully stressed elements, lower bound elements, and neither of them’. During these 

years Cox [9] [10] [11], Hemp [16] [17] [18], Prager and co-workers [15], [32] elaborated several 

theories which can be named as the origins of the exact structural topologies. Nagtegaal and Prager 

[31] investigated the optimal truss layout theory in case of alternative loads. Prager [33] derived an 

optimality condition for beams and frames subjected to alternating loading by the use of Foulkes 

mechanism. His results are based on the extension of the optimality conditions presented by Chan 

[8].  
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Prager and Rozvany [34] extended the existing optimal layout theory, originally used for low volume 

fraction, for grid-like structures (trusses, grillages, shell-grids, etc.). The method was validated for 

the case of not restricting to low volume fraction structures. Rozvany, Olhoff and Bendsoe et al. [37] 

provided solutions on exact optimal topologies of perforated plates. Achtziger’s papers [1] [2] [3] 

present significant achievements in the field of truss designs in the last decades. The three-bar truss 

example was also investigated by Sokol and Lewinski [44]. 

The origins of the numerical solution technique of the constrained optimality criteria methods (COC) 

were published by Berke and Khot [7] in 1974. This provided the mathematical background of an 

effective solution technique in topology optimization. The first numerical procedure for FE (finite 

element) based topology optimization was elaborated by Rossow and Taylor [36] in 1973, but the 

real expansion started at the end of 80s with Bensoe, Sigmund [6] and Rozvany [38]. During these 

years several optimal topologies were numerically calculated but the analytical confirmations – 

which have come recently – are mostly missing. 

The layout theory plays primary importance in structural optimization. The main difficulties are 

concerned with whether the obtained solution is unique or not, the extremal point is a local or global 

one. During the 50s–70s of the past century, several papers were published to investigate the 

questions above. Generally, the variational calculus was the tool to prove the optimality and the 

uniqueness. In the dissertation a limited overview is presented by use of the papers of Nagtegaal 

and Prager [31] and of Shield [43]. The overview of these works is based on Hemp [16] presentation. 

The ‘modern’ topology optimization of continuum type structures was first published independently 

by Rozvany and Zhou [46], [47], and Bendsoe and Kikuchi [5] at the end of the eighties. One can see 

that topology optimization as a research field has achieved significant results, especially in the last 

two decades. 

On several field of topology optimization Hungarian researchers have worked from the beginning 

continuously as well with great results from Kazinczy [21], Sved, Barta and Berke. Then a research 

group (with members e.g. Kaliszky, Gáspár, Rozvany, Vásárhelyi, Lógó, Pomezanski, Ghaemi, 

Movahedi Rad) was organized at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics around the 

turn of the millenium with the project to investigate in the field of topology optimization, e.g. 

development of numerical problems, further development and extension of basic theories with 

recognized results. This research has been going on since then including the work on the present 

dissertation. 

Related publications: [EP15], [EP10], [EP9], [EP6], [EP3], [EP2] 
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3 Exact Optimal Topologies 

3.1 Introduction 

Exact optimal topologies can be determined using analytical derivations. Several exact solutions 

have been found by guessing the geometry of the nets of bars, thereafter the static and kinematic 

admissibility with the given loading, and the correctness has been checked on this geometry by 

satisfaction of optimality conditions. In some problems the optimal structure is to be determined 

when multiple load cases are taken into consideration. It is surprising that Michell’s [29] truss theory 

has not been extended until recently to several load conditions (under stress constraints, elastic 

design). Optimal plastic design in the case of multiple loading can be determined using the concept 

of ‘component loads’. This concept is based on superposition principles for two load conditions by 

Nagtegaal and Prager [31], which was later extended to larger number of loads. 

3.2 Exact truss optimization with alternating loads 

A simple structural problem is formulated to investigate the application of the principle analytically. 

A single point is given as a point of application for the loads as well as a line support at a certain 

distance from the point. The optimal plastic design is determined using the concept of component 

loads. The problem is solved in two steps: first the deterministic solution for a single load is derived, 

then the concept is applied to determine the corresponding alternating loads. 

 

Truss design for a single point load. (a) Regions of the direction of the load. (b) Line of forces, single-bar 

truss. (c) Line of forces, 2-bar truss 

3.2.1 Optimal Elastic Design for a Single Load Case 

Under the action of a single point load � the optimal truss design is either a 2-bar statically 

determinate truss with bars enclosing angles � 4⁄  with the line of support (if the load encloses an 

angle less than � 4⁄  with the line of support) or a single bar parallel to the load (if the load encloses 

an angle greater than � 4⁄  with the line of support). The proof is outlined as follows. 
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The total volume of the optimal single-bar or 2-bar truss is computed. Consider first the single-bar 

truss. The bar force is equal to the load � � �, the minimum cross-sectional area is calculated with 

the allowable stress �� as 	 � � ��⁄  and the bar length is 
 � � cos���⁄ . The total volume is 

expressed as 

 � � 
	 � ���� ������ � ����|������|  (3.1) 

Consider now a truss with two bars connecting the point of application and the line support. Let �� 

and �� denote the angles the bars enclose with the axis �, respectively, see in the figure (c). Without 

any limitations on generality we assume that ��  ��. The equilibrium of the joint at point ! is 

formed by the force � and the bar forces �� and ��, leading to 

 �� � � ∙ #$∙�%&��'(���%&��'(�$� ,     �� � � ∙ #'∙�%&��$(���%&��'(�$� ,  (3.2) 

where )� and )� are constants with values *1 to account for the sign of angles �� , - and �� , -. 

(Corresponding to the value of - with respect to angles �� and ��, five cases are distinguished.) 

The minimum cross-sectional areas required are calculated with the allowable stress �� and then 

the total volume is obtained as 

 � � 
�	� . 
�	� � ���� /#$∙�%&��'(���%&��'(�$� . #'∙�%&��$(���%&��'(�$� 0.  (3.3) 

The optimal design is obtained for angles �� and �� minimizing the volume �. The necessary 

condition for the minimum is the vanishing of the derivatives with respect to the angles. The 

solutions of the five cases above imply that there is no optimal 2-bar truss for ,�/4  -  �/4 and 

the optimal 2-bar truss has bars enclosing angles *�/4 with the line of support for -  ,�/4 or - 2 �/4. In the latter case the total volume is computed as: 

 � � 3,2 ���� sin�-� , -  ,� 4⁄ ,
.2 ���� sin�-� , - 2 � 4⁄ 	.   (3.4) 

Comparing the single-bar truss and the 2-bar truss in the intervals -  ,�/4 and - 2 �/4 reveals 

that the 2-bar truss has less volume than the single-bar truss hence it is the optimal design. In the 

interval between the single-bar truss is the only optimal design. 

3.2.2 Superposition for Plastic Design 

Two alternative point loads with magnitude and direction at the same point of application and a line 

support at a given distance from the point are given. In this case, if either the lines of action of the 

component loads both enclose angles less than � 4⁄  with the line of support or both enclose angles 
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less than � 4⁄  with the line perpendicular to the line of support, then the optimal plastic truss design 

is statically determinate and therefore it is also the optimal elastic truss design. 

The proof is outlined as follows. The component loads :� and :� are calculated in terms of the 

point loads ;� and ;� by the superposition principle as 

 :� � �√� �;� . ;��,     :� � �√� �;� , ;��. (3.5) 

According to the single load case above, if both component loads enclose angles less than � 4⁄  with 

axis �, then the individual optimal solutions comprise of a single bar each and hence the 

superposition is a 2-bar truss. On the other hand, if they both enclose angles less than � 4⁄  with axis =, then the individual optimal solutions are 2-bar trusses with angles *� 4⁄  and hence the 

superposition is also a 2-bar truss with angles *� 4⁄ . In both cases the optimal design is a 2-bar 

statically determinate truss. 

3.3 Thesis 1 

I derived, independently, analytical solution for plastic stress-based optimization of truss-like 

structures with two, alternative loads of different magnitude and direction satisfying the least-

weight optimality conditions. It is found that for certain load cases the optimal plastic design became 

statically determinate, therefore it is also the optimal elastic design and the obtained result is in 

accordance with the Nagtegaal-Prager solutions, the conclusion is in agreement with Sved. 

Related publications: [EP10], [EP9], [EP7] 
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4 Basic Property Changes Affecting Optimal Topologies 

4.1 Introduction 

Numerical analysis in topology optimization includes discretized problems with great number of 

degrees of freedom based on finite element analysis. Parameters of the problem (e.g. Poisson’s ratio 

or element size) may affect the optimal topologies. A commonly applied useful approach in the 

simulations is to define ground elements (a group of several adjacent finite elements assigned with 

the same value of design variables) while keeping the same number of finite elements in order to 

reduce computational time. The size of the ground element may also affect the so-called 

checkerboard pattern. I investigated the effect of two parameters, the Poisson’s ratio and the size 

of the ground element on the optimal topologies through a large number of simulations on Michell-

type benchmark problems. The task is to minimize the weight of the structure subjected to 

compliance conditions with the aim to determine the effect of the parameters on accuracy and 

computational time. 

4.2 Methodology 

Great number of design variables is a great challenge in optimization. The applied approach is using 

formulation with the Lagrange function based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The 

Optimality Criteria (OC) type iterative algorithm is created. The problem is to minimize the penalized 

weight as 

 min > � ∑ @A	ABA$CDEAF�  (4.1) 

subject to inequality constraints on compliance (representing displacement limit) and element 

thickness 

 3GHIG , J K 0,BM%& , BA K 0,BA , BMNO K 0.  (4.2) 

The Lagrange function can be written in the form 

 PQBA, R, SA, -A, ��, ��A, �TAU � ∑ @A	ABA$CDEAF� . R�GHIG, J . ���� . 

 .∑ SAQBM%& , BA . ��A� UDEAF� . ∑ -AQBA , BMNO . �TA� UDEAF�   (4.3) 

where R, SA, -A are the Lagrange multipliers and ��, ��A, �TA are slack variables. Using the standard 

numerical procedure, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions can be written as follows. 
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VPVWX � �Y @A	ABA$ZCC , R [VG\VWX IG . GH VIVWX G . GHI VGVWX] , SA . -A � 0  (^ � 1,… , à)  (4.4) 

 
VPVb � GHIG , J . ��� � 0   and   

VPV�$ � 2R��,  (4.5) 

 
VPVcX � ,BA . BM%& . ��A� � 0   and   

VPV�'X � 2SA��A,  (4.6) 

 
VPV�X � BA , BMNO . �TA� � 0   and   

VPV�dX � 2-A�TA,  (4.7) 

The main idea of the algorithm is to update the variable in each step using 

 Ref� � ∑ ghXiXC jkX$CXlh
m#(∑ nXoXpXlq rCs$C

     (for t u 0),  where  vA � BA� ∑ GAaH IwAaGAaxXaF�  (4.8) 

The thickness values and the slack variables are modified as 

 BM%&  BAef�  BMNO,  SA � -A � 0,   BAef� � [bps$YkXyXzX ] CCs$
  (4.9) 

 BAef� � BM%&,  SA { 0, ��A � 0,   BAef� { [bps$YkXyXzX ] CCs$
  (4.10) 

 BAef� � BMNO,  -A { 0, �TA � 0,   BAef� K [bps$YkXyXzX ] CCs$
.  (4.11) 

4.3 Results 

Several numerical examples have been investigated to illustrate the topological parametric study as 

shown in the figures below. In the plane stress problems several support modes are considered 

under the action of a single load. The mesh size is 1320-times-1320 giving a total of approx. 3.5 

million degrees of freedom. 

                

Beam schemes 

Several simulations were run in terms of the Poisson’s ratio and ground element size. A part of the 

results of the first example is shown in the figure below. Results for the other examples are obtained 

in a similar way. 
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Optimal topology results for the first example (left half of the domain) 

Computing time depends on the size of ground elements for the small sizes. Although we do not 

change the dimension of the finite element model, the calculation time varies considerably. Ground 

element size |A � 2 reduces computational time almost by half. Increasing it to |A � 3 we observe 

another significant time reduction, approximately half. But beyond that we find the trend change. 

From size |A � 4 to |A � 24 the speeding up of the calculations is linear and only a few percent. 

Thus, ground element size of |A � 3 is the recommended choice from efficiency point of view. 

4.4 Thesis 2 

Based on a large number of computer simulations I investigated the effect of two discretization 

parameters (ground element size and Poisson’s ratio) on the optimal topologies of four plane stress 

disk benchmark models for the minimization of the weight of the structure subjected to a 

compliance condition using an iterative algorithm.  

(a) I found that the optimal choice for a ground element size is three while the finite element mesh 

dimension is the same, when four-node quadrilateral elements are involved, to achieve the best 

efficiency on the computing time in terms of ground element size.  

(b) I found that while the finite element mesh dimension is the same, greater size of the ground 

element causes faster topology optimization convergence but decreases resolution and the 

boundary constraints result in a numerically induced, artificially high stiffness. Furthermore, 

different optimal solution patterns are obtained until the result becomes too coarse to be 

appropriate for design. 

Related publication: [EP1] 
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5 Compliance Constraint Design with Loading Uncertainty 

5.1 Introduction 

The consideration of stochastics in topology optimization has become an emerging approach which 

may relate to many aspects of loading.  

In this chapter the uncertainties of the load positions are considered. By the use of a simulation 

technique and the stochastic upperbound theorem of Kataoka [20] a generalized compliance design 

problem is elaborated. The uncertain quantities are substituted by their statistical measures. To 

solve this constrained mathematical programming problem an iterative solution technique is 

derived by the use of the optimality criteria method [24] [25] [26] [27].  

A simplified model of this concept consisting of two alternative loads is investigated in the examples. 

The term ‘alternative’ means that the two fixed forces are not acting on the structure 

simultaneously but alternately, as two independent load cases. 

The aim is to analyse and compare the validity of the optimal truss and truss-like structures under 

stochastic loading through the example of a fundamental and popular optimization problem which 

was stated e.g. by Nagtegaal and Prager [31]. Furthermore, the aim is to demonstrate that non-

uniqueness of solutions can also be found in the case of uncertain loading. 

5.2 Probabilistic Compliance Design with Uncertain Loading Positions 

I extended the topology optimization formulation of discretized plane disks (shown in Section 4) 

based on Continuum-type Optimality Criteria (COC) to take into consideration the uncertainty of the 

position of the loads. Let us consider the design problem given in the figure below. Each force ~�  is 

given by its magnitude and expected position �̅�  as a stochastic variable. Based on the original 

distribution, an equivalent surrogate force system ~��  with probabilities ��� is defined where the 

number of forces is at least three. 

  

The design domain with the modified loads 
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Applying these forces at these base points as loads the stochastic design problem becomes a 

deterministic one after this transformation. For each load  the displacement vectors G�� (� � 1, … , �) 

can be calculated from the IG�� � ��� linear equations. With the help of the Φ(���� inverse 

cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution and the I�� extended covariance matrix, 

the following problem formulation can be derived in the case of compliance constraint (using the 

theorem of Prékopa [35]): 

 > � ∑ @A	ABA$CDAF� � min! (5.1a) 

 subject to 

���
�
���∑ G�����HIG������F� , J .Φ(����������HI���������� K 0;⋮∑ G�����HIG��e���F� , J .Φ(��������e�HI���e����e� K 0;,BA . BM%& K 0;	�for	^ � 1,… , `�,BA , BMNO K 0;	�for	^ � 1,… , `�.

 (5.1b-d) 

5.3 Numerical Examples for Alternative Type Multiple Loads 

5.3.1 Example 1 

To demonstrate the method introduced above the following example problem is used to create the 

base problem with two alternative loads shown in the figure below. Total number of elements is 

10000 using 2×2 sub-elements. The entire problem is deterministic. 

 

Ground structure 

Two loads were applied individually to overview the optimal topologies. One can see in the first 

figure below the obtained optimal topology in the case of ~�. The second case contains only a single 

force at the ¾ of the top side. The fictitious case of both forces acting simultaneously was also 

computed. The last case considers the loads acting alternately. The optimal topologies are showed 

in the figures below. 
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Optimal topology by the use of ~�  Optimal topology by the use of ~� 

   

O. t. by the use of ~� and ~� simultaneously  O. t. by the use of ~� and ~� as alternative loads 

5.3.2 Example 2 

In this example a dimensionless 100×50-unit rectangular cantilever structure is considered using 

100×50 ground elements with 2×2 sub-elements. The load is placed at seven different positions 

distributed along the right edge. 

 

 (a) (b) 

(a) The design domain (b) with the modified loadings 

In the case of stochastic topology optimization the point of applications of the loads are random 

variables. They follow a normal distribution, see figure (b) above. The simulation is based on seven 

base points of the loads, which correspond to the load positions applied in the deterministic design. 

The required probability of load bearing is defined by the parameter �. The modifications and the 

termination criteria of the penalty parameter are the same as in the deterministic examples. 

The optimal topologies obtained by the simulation are shown in the figures (a)-(f) referring to 

different values of �. 
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Optimal topologies with load bearing probability � � 	0.65 , 0.90. (below) 

   
 (a) � � 0.65 (b) � � 0.70 

   
 (c) � � 0.75 (d) � � 0.80 

   
 (e) � � 0.85 (f) � � 0.90 

5.4 Thesis 3 

I extended the topology optimization formulation of discretized plane disks based on Continuum-

type Optimality Criteria (COC) to take into consideration the uncertainty of the position of the loads 

by introducing surrogate deterministic load cases. I confirmed via parametric studies that the 

method is suitable for numerical calculation with appropriate computational times without 

considerable numerical errors provided at least three surrogate load cases are used. 

Related publications: [EP18], [EP17], [EP16], [EP15], [EP12], [EP11], [EP8] 
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6 Statical Determinacy of Structures 

6.1 Introduction 

It is known in engineering design that a statically determinate structure is not sensitive for kinematic 

loading but any change in static loading may produce an unexpected collapse thus statically 

indeterminate structures can be safer for the unexpected load cases.  

The loading uncertainties can be expressed by the stochastic nature of any part of the load 

definition. If any information is probabilistic among the three independent data of the load 

definition (the magnitude, the line of action and/or the point of application) a more precise design 

requires the elaboration of a probabilistic method. This goal can be achieved by the use of an 

appropriate approximation technique in which the original stochastic mathematical programming 

problem is substituted by a deterministic one. A similar technique can be followed in the case of a 

multiple loading. 

The statical determinacy and the uniqueness of the solutions is to be determined in this problem 

formulation where compliance and stress constraints are applied. The application is illustrated by 

numerical examples. In one example several equivalent solutions are created to demonstrate this 

concept. Another example features a parametric study representing multiple loads where the initial 

layout is defined, hence the optimum topology could only vary depending on its static determinacy. 

6.2 Spatial Example 

The first model is a 3-bar truss -as a base structure- with a fix vertical force at the top shown in the 

figure (a) below. The material is linearly elastic. The members are supported by hinges at the 

bottom. The total compliance is calculated by  

 J � ∑ ��'��xy���F�  ,  (6.1) 

where  �  is the elastically calculated force in member ¡, ¢�  is the length of member ¡, 	�  is the cross-

sectional area of member ¡. 
Computations prove that mechanically identical (same volume and same compliance) structures can 

be composed by simple modification of the number of the members, i.e. doubling the number of 

bars and halving the cross-sectional areas of the members. Structures with 6 and 12 bars were 

calculated as examples. 
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A similar example is created by adding a horizontal load as shown in the figure (b). All the other data 

and the way of the calculations are the same. Again, several equivalent optimal structures can be 

constructed. 

(a) (b) 

Alternative truss layouts in the case of (a)a vertical point load at the top and (b) two-point loads at the top 

As a conclusion of the calculation above one can state that if a statically determinate structure exists 

as a solution of a deterministic problem with a single load case, several (infinite number) statically 

equivalent indeterminate structures can be derived with the same weight and the compliance. 

6.3 Planar Example 

In the case of probabilistic loading the magnitude, the line of action, the direction and the point of 

application of the load can be uncertain. In this example a variable horizontal force is applied 

together with a fixed vertical force. Initial layouts with 2 and 3 bars are used. The tables below show 

the cross-sections of the optimal structure in both cases. 

 

Three-bar truss problem in the case of two-point loads at the top 

It is demonstrated that the optimal solution can be singular (1 bar). For a certain range of the 

horizontal load, the statically indeterminate truss has smaller volume than the determinate one. 

When the horizontal force is large both initial layouts lead to the same determinate optimal layout. 

 

 

S � 30° 
	� 	� 	T 

� � 8,66 0 K ¤ K 7,5 

,7,5 K ¤ K 0 
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Volume of 3-bar truss  Volume of 2-bar truss 

3-bar truss  2-bar truss 

¥ |¦| §¨ §© §ª Volume  ¥ |¦| §¨ §© §ª Volume 

8,660 0 0 2,598 0 4,500  8,660 0 2,000 0 2,000 8,000 

8,660 0,5 0,258 2,585 0,258 5,509  8,660 0,5 2,019 0 2,019 8,076 

8,660 1,0 0,581 2,434 0,581 6,540  8,660 1,0 2,079 0 2,079 8,316 

8,660 1,5 0,967 2,152 0,967 7,595  8,660 1,5 2,179 0 2,179 8,716 

8,660 2,0 1,407 1,753 1,407 8,664  8,660 2,0 2,319 0 2,319 9,276 

8,660 2,5 1,900 1,237 1,900 9,743  8,660 2,5 2,500 0 2,500 9,996 

8,660 3,0 2,451 0,591 2,451 10,828  8,660 3,0 2,720 0 2,720 10,880 

8,660 3,5 2,964 0,038 2,964 11,922  8,660 3,5 2,980 0 2,980 11,920 

8,660 4,0 3,278 0 3,278 13,112  8,660 4,0 3,280 0 3,280 13,120 

8,660 4,5 3,619 0 3,619 14,476  8,660 4,5 3,619 0 3,619 14,476 

8,660 5,0 3,999 0 3,999 15,996  8,660 5,0 3,999 0 3,999 15,996 

8,660 5,5 4,419 0 4,419 17,676  8,660 5,5 4,419 0 4,419 17,676 

8,660 6,0 4,879 0 4,879 19,516  8,660 6,0 4,879 0 4,879 19,516 

8,660 6,5 5,379 0 5,379 21,516  8,660 6,5 5,379 0 5,379 21,516 

8,660 7,0 5,919 0 5,919 23,676  8,660 7,0 5,919 0 5,919 23,676 

 

6.4 Thesis 4 

I investigated the statical determinacy and non-uniqueness of optimal truss layouts under elastic 

stress and compliance constraints. 

(a) Through two simple spatial structural examples with fix loads I demonstrated that if a statically 

determinate least-weight optimal solution exists, then an infinite number of alternative statically 

indeterminate structures may be constructed with the same weight and compliance or stress-

constraint. 

(b) I determined the least-weight optimal solution of a planar structural parametric problem with a 

load of uncertain direction and found a certain range of the load direction within which the optimal 

solution is statically indeterminate whereas it is determinate outside. It is concluded that the 

optimal least-weight structure is not necessarily determinate if variable load direction is considered. 

Related research papers: [EP14], [EP13], [EP12], [EP11], [EP8] 
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7 Stress Constraint Design with Loading Uncertainty 

7.1 Introduction 

A fundamental optimization problem setting deals with loading uncertainties or varying 

combinations of loading. This phenomenon is modelled by the application of two mutually excluding 

(i.e. alternating) forces such that the magnitudes and directions are varied parametrically in a range. 

The problem is investigated from several aspects. The main optimization problem is stated as to find 

the minimum volume load-bearing elastic truss structure that transfers such loads acting at a fix 

point of application to a given line of support provided that stress limits are set. The aim has been 

to numerically determine the layout, size, and volume of the optimal truss and to support the 

numerical results by appropriate analytical derivations. This basic example is also remodelled as a 

truss-like structure with rigid connections based on the results of the truss optimization and 

analysed both as a bar structure (frame model) and a planar continuum (disk) structure to compare 

with the truss model. 

 

Sketch of the optimality problem in the case of truss model 

7.2 Truss Optimization Problem 

7.2.1 Methodology 

The truss is defined by the cross-sectional area of the bars as well as the inclination angles, which 

are regarded as variables in the calculations. With stress constraints the optimization problem can 

be stated as follows: 

 Let � � ∑ ¢�	�� � min!  (7.1) 

 subject to «¬� � ,(�®HI(�¯�,,�°  ±�²y�  �°.   (7.2) 

where the computation of bar forces is done by matrix formulation. The problem can be solved for 

various load conditions (regarding magnitude and direction) using an approximate numerical 
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iterative procedure. At fixed directions of the bars the values of the cross-section areas in the 

optimal structure are obtained on the condition that the stress has to be *�° in each bar due to at 

least one load. The minimum of the volume is found by varying the inclination angles of the bars in 

the given range. The algorithm also considers possible merging of bars. The given geometrical and 

material parameters of the problem have no qualitative effect on the optimal topology due to the 

linearity. Value of one of the loads was fixed while the other was assigned several values. Direction 

of both was varied in a range to model all possible variations. 

7.2.2 Results 

Among optimal designs obtained for different load cases there are structures consisting of one, two, 

and three bars. These cases correspond to statically over-determinate, determinate and 

indeterminate trusses, respectively. In the investigated domain of the three-dimensional parameter 

space the optimal truss typically is a statically determinate two-bar truss except for some null 

subsets. The over-determinate and indeterminate structures can be optimal only in special cases. 

In a two-dimensional subspace of the three-dimensional parameter space a statically over-

determinate degenerate one-bar truss is obtained; this occurs when the two alternating loads have 

equal angles and the direction of the common angle is between *� 4⁄ . A statically indeterminate 

three-bar structure is obtained in a one-dimensional subspace when the two loads have the same 

magnitude, their directions are symmetric to the line which is perpendicular to the support line and 

the angle is less than a certain value. In these two special cases the numerical results are verified 

analytically. 

7.3 Analytical Calculations 

7.3.1 Over-determinate Case 

If the two forces have the same direction the optimal solution is the one which is obtained by the 

greater force. A two-bar structure is considered and the bar stresses are expressed in terms of the 

load, angles and cross-section areas. In the case of total utilization of the structure the stresses are 

equal to the limit stress from which the cross-section areas and then the total volume can be 

calculated. The optimal topology is obtained from the solution of the equation system ³� ³S�⁄ � 0 

(¡ � 1; 2). 

A number of cases need to be examined depending on the load and the relative value of the 

inclinations of the bars. If - is in the �S�, S�� interval, the system of equations does not have any 

solution. If - is outside the �S�, S�� interval, the solution will be either the (S� � � 4⁄ , S� � ,� 4⁄ ) 
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two-bar structure or a degenerated case in which one of the bars is parallel to the direction of the 

load and the other bar has zero force. This latter solution is valid in the case in which - is on the 

boundary of the interval. 

From the solution set of the equation system it follows that the optimum is a one-bar structure with 

inclination S � - in the case of ,� 4⁄ K - K � 4⁄  whereas in the case of load directions outside 

this domain it is the two-bar structure with inclination angles *� 4⁄  because in this case the one-

bar solution corresponds to larger volume. 

7.3.2 Indeterminate Case 

In the case of two loads of equal magnitude and symmetrical layout � � �  � �  , 	-� � ,-� �- 2 0� the optimal structure can be a symmetrical three-bar statically indeterminate structure �S� � ,ST � S, 	S� � 0, 		� � 	T�. 

 

Optimal topologies in the special cases of two symmetrical alternative loads 

The stresses from the  � force are expressed in terms of the load, angles and cross-section areas. In 

the optimal structure one diagonal bar and the vertical bar are fully utilized, from which the cross-

section areas are obtained. The volume of the structure is 

 �T�S� � ´� �����µ�%&dc ∙ g¶N&����c . cos S tan- sin�S , cos S tan- . sinTSj.  (7.3) 

The solution of the ³�T�S� ³S⁄ � 0 equation is independent from -: S¹ � arc tan√2. In the 

optimal structure the volume becomes 

 ���¶,T � ´��µ Q2√2 sin - . cos -U.  (7.4) 

It is noted that the numerical calculation also resulted in a statically determinate two-bar solution 

which is equivalent with the three-bar solution regarding volume. In this case a similar derivation is 

performed and the optimal structure has an identical angle for the inclined bar and total volume. 

The two optimum cases, which are topologically different, are equivalent. The numerical 

calculations show that this double optimum is valid for -  0,569612851… and above this limit 

value a statically determinate symmetric structure is the optimal solution. 
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7.4 Truss-Like Design 

A structure modelled as a truss is in uniaxial stress state while a truss-like frame or a disk has a two-

dimensional stress state, hence the chosen model necessarily affects the optimality. A comparative 

analysis of the two systems is performed through the example of the 3-bar structure. Due to the 

symmetry of the structure and the load it is sufficient to consider only one of the loads. Typical 

normal force and moment diagrams are shown in the figure below. 

 

Analysis of a three-bar structure: (a) model, (b) normal force-, (c) bending moment-diagram 

If a structure is modelled as a truss, then the bending in the frame results in significant additional 

normal stresses, which depend on the ratio of the length and the height of the beam. For various 

values of this ratio, the extra stresses were determined by numerical computation on a frame 

model, e.g. in the case of ratio 10:1 the maximum normal stress is higher than the allowable limit 

stress by nearly 25 %. Therefore, the optimal structures designed as trusses will be undersized 

significantly when the joints are not perfectly moment-free hinges. It means that a procedure using 

continuum model is necessary for optimization of structures with moment bearing connections. 

Stresses calculated in the frame model can be verified by finite element stress analysis. The figure 

below shows the distribution of the major principal stresses in the structure, which are in 

correspondence with the moment diagram. The difference between the maximum stresses 

calculated in the frame structure and in the continum model is within 1 %. 

 

The larger principal stresses of the continuum model scaled by the stress limit 
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7.5 Thesis 5 

(a) I determined numerical solution for the topology, shape and size of the least-weight optimal 

truss structure consisting of at most three bars in the case of a given line of support and two 

alternative loads in a given point of application subject to elastic stress limit for a wide range of 

system parameters. 

I found that the typical optimal solution is statically determinate (2 bars) while in a certain 

parameter domain it degenerates to a single bar and in another domain statically indeterminate (3 

bars) solution co-exists with a determinate solution of the same weight, i.e. the solution is non-

unique. I proved the numerical results of the degenerate case and the indeterminate case by 

analytical derivations. 

(b) I created both a frame construction with rigid node and a two-dimensional (plane stress state) 

continuum structure with the same shape and size as a chosen 3-bar truss and performed stress 

analysis in order to determine the influence of the choice of the model on the optimal structure. 

I found that the frame structure and the continuum structure have the same maximum stresses, 

which due to the extra bending effect significantly exceed those of the truss leading to the 

undersizing of the structure if modelled as a truss. It is concluded that for the determination of 

optimum structures with rigid connections the truss model could be inadequate. 

Related publications: [EP6], [EP5], [EP4], [EP3], [EP2] 
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8 Further Research 

One of the important further aims is to obtain multi-load benchmark solutions for more complicated 

boundary conditions because almost all practical design problems have to consider several load 

conditions. The analytical solutions are derived on continuum-based models, but the final solutions 

are usually interpreted as trusses. A larger comparative study is needed to clarify the situation. The 

exact analytical solution for many popular benchmark problems is still not known, although existing 

exact benchmarks were summarized by Rozvany for single load condition and new benchmark 

solutions were derived by Lewinski and Rozvany (e.g. [39], [40]). Further new benchmark solutions 

are necessary for the investigation. The area of analytically determined optimal topologies under 

stochastic boundary conditions is almost unexplored. Rozvany (e.g. [23]) has derived exact analytical 

benchmarks for probabilistic design and these are being compared with numerical solutions for the 

same problems. Still some modelling verification is needed because the continuum problem is 

modelled as a truss. 

Other reasonably difficult problems are numerical topology optimization for stress constraints and 

the practical topology optimization problems may have many hundred thousand local stress 

constraints. According to previous experience the applied constitutive equations affect the optimal 

solution significantly including its reliability and risk of collapse. 

One of the weaknesses of numerical topology optimization is the fact that most papers discussing 

new methods and solutions do not validate their results by comparison with reliable benchmarks or 

they use only a subjective visual comparison. Further new benchmark solutions are necessary for 

the investigation discussed above to validate the optimal solutions in deterministic and stochastic 

cases as well.  

In Hungary the reliability analysis and design as well as the risk analyses have only been investigated 

recently. The optimization work for trusses and panels can be extended to folded curved plated 

structures, thin-walled structures, inflated membranes, morphology of polyhedra in connection to 

historical objects and natural (receptacle of lotus) formations. 
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